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Abstract: Slip ring induction motor plays a vital role
where outsized mechanical power and switching speed
are important. Speed tuning may be accomplished by
slip power control but power factor complications
confine the utility of this system. The revised scherbius
system implemented in this paper has comprehensive
hybrid inverter (poised by six thyristor bridge, added
by GTO’s across the dc terminals) make use of that to
regulate the slip power recovery and also the power
factor of the system for all rules. A fuzzy adaptive
regulator, centered in a three level regulator assembly
to operate the system variables refining drive acts as
per the system changes.

1. Introduction
Normally the scherbius scheme have been mostly
applied for speed control of slip ring induction motor
especially wherever large mechanical power is
required, but the power factor complication confines
the utility of this system. This paper defines an
improved scherbius system accompanied with hybrid
inverter, this aid to recover the slip power and also the
power factor (Fan Liao et al 1991). The necessity of
control system is to produce the inverter firing angles
and the GTOs firing pulses consistent with formally
executed one, to retain the power factor nearby unity.
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control, fuzzy adaptive regulator

Figure 1. Proposed Slip Power Recovery Drive (SPRD)
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When widespread exploration and simulations were
done, one important thing was found out that the
sophistication of the control structure restrict this
system implementation. The additional technical
hitches such as unbalance areas and multi variables
are also analyzed (S.R. Doradla et al 1988). To rectify
these hitches, a three level control structure has been
proposed. The linguistic set of fuzzy rules designates
each level of control structure. In practice, the three
level control structures have so many benefits such as
slip power recovery, speed control, dc link current
control, safety preferred working norms. Control
system is basically used upon fuzzy forth which is
poised with data base, having production rules and
inference engine (Leonharn, 1985, Krishnan, 2001,
Steibler, 2010). By operating a loop type inference
engine, the facts confined in a set of rules yield
truthful conclusions. The fuzzy forth compiler agree
rules of it and dwelling them in a “passive rule set” in
such away, in such away, the pertinent rules are house
in the “active rule set” which will be demonstrated
repeatedly by inference engine (Akpinar, P. et al.
1990). This permits consumption of numerous levels
of control which impulses or unfluctuating brain
power, if we may perhaps courageous.

(17)

(18)
3. Proposed Slip Recovery Drive
The amendment of electrical variables concerned in
the proposed system can be achieved by the use of
power converters which has more or less multifarious
set of pictures by the proper control. The system uses
a hybrid converter due to the generation and
consumption of reactive power. Obviously, the firing
angle of thyristor and the duty cycle of the GTOs will
fix the speed control it is acknowledged that the
machine torque is directly proportional to dc link
current with full range of speed control. The analysis
of the phasor diagram is shown. The position of the
stator, inverter and the line current as a function of
inverter firing angle and the GTOs duty cycle or
revealed in the phasor diagram.

2. Induction Motor Model
The fourth-order state-space model and second-order
system are used to represent the corresponding
electrical part and mechanical part. the prime signs in
the machine equations given below is indicate this.
Electrical system of equations

(a)

(b)
Figure 3. Phasor diagram

Vqs = Rsiqs + d/dtΦqs + ωΦds
Vds = Rsids + d/dtΦds – ωΦqs
V׳qr = R׳ri׳qr + d/dtΦ׳qr + (ω-ωr)Φ׳dr
V׳dr = R׳ri׳dr + d/dtΦ׳dr + (ω-ωr)Φ׳qr
Where,

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

Φqs = Lsiqs + Lmi׳qr
Φds = Lsids + Lmi׳dr
Φ׳qr=L׳ri׳qr + Lmiqs
Φ׳dr=L׳ri׳dr + Lmids

(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)

Te =1.5 p(Φdsiqs – Φqsids)

(16)

Mechanical system of Equations
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This illustration in Fig 2 use I1 has a stator current
with the phase angle of θ2 lagging, I2 has an inverter
current fed back to the line with phase angle of θ1 and
IL1 is the total lag current. The curvature N1-N3
denotes the fundamental line current position which is
obtained with a standard sub synchronous cascade.
This section U1-U3 indicates the locus of the line
currentIL1 for a unit displacement factor. During all the
operating conditions the line current I L2 should flow
along the segment which is the foremost in this paper.
The DC link current goes to zero in this region which
is represented as cross-hatched area. This shows that
rectifier voltage Edr is smaller than inverter voltage.
Consider that the stator current remains constant, the
area enclosed by F1,F3,N3,F1 which indicates the locus
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of the total line current IL1 for all variations of duty
cycle and firing angle. Angular position of IL1 controls
the firing angle the inverter and the amplitude is
controlled by duty cycle. The semicircle F3, F1, C, N1,
and N3 indicates the position of the inverter current for
duty cycle which is equal to zero. For a given
inductive power factor of induction motor, the firing
angle of the inverter is more or less 120˚ and the duty
cycle of the GTO is equal to zero. Thus the line
current IL1 is greater than the current in the stator.
4. Control Structure
The controller which describes the behaviour of the
drive is put into operation by a set of linguistics rules.
Normally the response time will be faster than the
human operator. Some of the advantages of these
approaches are to present the line parameters
adaptation, retort optimization and possibility to deal
with the unstable region in the control space. There
are three levels in the control structure. Each level
places a particular task. First level “instinct” which
deals with the DC link current control, preventing and
safeguarding. The input to this is speed error and the
speed error variation. The output to this is increment
of the duty cycle. A numerical output value is
generated by the centre of gravity criterion through
defuzzification. It also gives the protection rules
against converter over current and avoid dangerous
operating region.
IF Ω IS
X1
IF Ω IS
X2
IF Ω IS
X3
...
....
IF Ω IS
Xn

AND
AND
AND
....
....
AND

δΩ IS
Y1
δΩ IS
Y2
δΩ IS
Y3
....
....
δΩ IS
Yn

THEN
THEN
THEN
....
....
THEN

δd IS
Z1
δd IS
Z2
δd IS
Z3
....
....
δd IS
Zn

The second level is responsible for the control of the
motor from the lower level which is the reference
value and it also manipulates the knowledge about the
start condition, acceleration rate. The “mechanical
skills” of the drive is achieved in this level. Speed
reference, actual speed and duty cycle are the inputs in
this level. The inverter firing angle is the output. It
also estimates the speed error. The fuzzy inference
describing this level has the form.
IF
X1 IS A1 OR B1 OR…
AND
……..
Xk IS Ak OR Bk OR ….
THEN
y=P0+ P1 X1 +…. +Pĸ Xĸ
Where,

X1-Xk

-

A1-Ak P0-Pĸ

-

y

-

Variables of premise that also appear in
the consequence
Fuzzy set with linear membership
functions
Parameters in consequence
Variable in consequence whose value is
inferred

The final desired output y, inferred from the set of
Implications, i s given by:
∑ µ1 .Y1
Y= --------------------∑ µ1

(19)

Where µ1 is the membership function of minimum
operator. The transient behaviour is created from this
structure. The third level is “observer” notices the
overall behaviour of the system to decide what is to be
done.

Table 1. Rule base for fuzzy logic control
IF
DC_ LINK_CURRENT is Very High
THEN
Decreases_Duty_Cycle Very_much
END-RULE
IF
Firing_Angle is Around_270
THEN
Limit_Duty_Cycle
END-RULE
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Parameters
Values
Type
Slip ring
Phase
3
Voltage
410v
Current
7.5A
Speed
1440rpm
Capacity
3.0hp
Connection
Y-Y
The function of the simulation was to determine if it is
possible to sustain unity displacement factor under all
conditions of load and speed, by judicious adjustment
of the inverter firing angle and GTO’s duty cycle. a
simulation is done by matlab/ simulink. A 3 hp, 410
V, 50 Hz wound rotor induction motor has been used
for the simulation. Theoretically, through the study of
presented diagram, for a certain mechanical power
which is required by the load and line current
Figure 4.Output of Fuzzy Structure
represented by the N2-F2.The operational point N2 has
only to remain this line and desired goal will be
The “Investigator” is the set of fuzzy conditional
reached.
statements which adjust the operating point until the
preferred criterion is achieved. Next the “Estimator” is
used for finding the vector θ so that the performance
index T is minimized.

Figure 6. Simulation of proposed scherbius drive
System

Figure 5. Flow Diagram of fuzzy observer

It represents the simulated output of the phase
controlled rectifier and the fig shows the output
voltage and output current attained from the phase
controlled rectifier. Slip power from the rotor is taken
as an input to the rectifier and the output voltage from
the rectifier has the magnitude of 168V.

5. Experimental Parameters

Table 2. Parameters of Induction motor
6. Simulation Results
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Figure 9. Simulation Output of Inverter
Figure 7. Simulation output of Phase controlled
Rectifier
It shows the simulated output voltage from the boost
converter. The boost converter enhances the voltage
feed from the phase controlled rectifier. It increases
the voltage magnitude from 168V to 400V.

It shows the output voltage and output current
obtained from the inverter which is fed to the line and
the power factor is preserved as unity throughout the
operation facilitated by the fuzzy control. The inverter
firing angle and the duty cycle of the GTO are
proscribed by fuzzy techniques.

Figure 10. Shows the testing setup of the slip power
recovery system. The experiment is conducted for
attaining the slip power from the rotor and it is
transformed into DC voltage facilitated by diode
bridge rectifier. From the testing, characteristics of
slip power versus torque, efficiency and speed are
obtained.
7. Experimental Verification

Figure 8. Simulation output of boost converter

Figure 10. Experimental Setup
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Figure 11. Various drive characteristics
8. Conclusions
The engineering and design aspects of the modified
slip power recovery system using fuzzy control for
improving power factor and controlling the speed of
the wound rotor induction motor has been proposed in
this paper. Nearly 15% of power i.e. 335W of power
from the slip has been utilized. It has been shown that
the efficiency of the modified slip power recovery
system is nearly equal to the efficiency of the existing
slip power recovery system while the power factor of
the modified slip power recovery system has been
improved to 0.95 significantly. The fuzzy logic
controller giving the faster response to the system.
Appendix
Parameters: Stator resistance = 4.8 Ω; Rotor
resistance = 4.2 Ω; Stator leakage reactance = 9.5 Ω;
Rotor leakage reactance = 9.5Ω; Magnetizing
reactance =185 Ω; Stator to rotor turn ratio = 5.
Other Parameters of the drive system: Turns ratio
of recovery transformer (inverter to line side) = 0.2;
Resistance of smoothing inductor = 2 Ω; Inductance of
smoothing inductor = 0.025 H
Nomenclature
Rs, Lls
R'r, L'lr
Ls, L'r
Vqs, iqs
V'qr, i'qr
Vds, ids
V'dr, i'dr
ωm
Φqs,Φds
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Stator resistance and leakage inductance
Rotor resistance and leakage inductance
Total stator and rotor inductances
q axis stator voltage and current
q axis rotor voltage and current
d axis stator voltage and current
d axis rotor voltage and current
Angular velocity of the rotor
Stator q and d axis fluxes
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Φ'qr,Φ'dr
Θm
Te
Tm
J

H
F

Rotor q and d axis fluxes
Rotor angular position
Electromagnetic torque
Shaft mechanical torque
Combined rotor and load inertia
coefficient. Set to infinite to simulate
locked rotor.
Combined rotor and load inertia constant.
Set to infinite to simulate locked rotor.
Combined rotor and load viscous friction
coefficient
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